
Goal
Bring attention to a newly implemented electric charging 
infrastructure at a German Football Club to communicate social 
responsibility, whilst also promoting ecological projects that  
St. Pauli is involved in.

Results
After hiring Hamburg-based artist Rebelzer, to take part in the work 
of tagging the wall behind the charge points, media coverage was 
at an all-time high, and supporters and visitors would repeatedly 
stop to see what the new artwork at their beloved football club was 
all about.  
By increasing attention on the new offering for visitors and fans,  
St. Pauli is also showcasing the direction the football club is heading 
- focusing to take steps on reaching new sustainability milestones. 

Overview

Fußball-Club St Pauli von 
1910 e.V., commonly known as 
simply FC St Pauli, is a German 
sports club based in the St. 
Pauli quarter of Hamburg.

The football department  
is part of a larger sports club 
that also has departments  
in rugby (FC St. Pauli Rugby), 
baseball, bowling, boxing  
(FC St. Pauli Boxen), chess, 
cycling, handball, roller derby 
(Harbour Girls Hamburg), 
skittles, softball and table 
tennis and since 2011 Marathon. 
FC St. Pauli has 22,000 members 
as of 1 July 2015.

Solution
●	 Adding	visual	elements	to	help	

charge	points	stand	out	

Key Themes
●	 Charge	Point	Utilisation
●	 Communication	of	Charge	

Point	Offering

St. Pauli
Creativity to Highlight 
Corporate Sustainability 
Milestones

Unique Media 
Mentions*

Charge Sessions** Consumed  
per month

Resulting In

53 27 14.43kWh

* Data gathered from SocialMention.com
**Charging Results recorded from June-July Period
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The Future of Providing Electric Charging Solutions

FC St. Pauli is trying to help electrifying the masses and  
is now providing this solution for our fans and visitors.”

— Andreas Rettig, FC St. Pauli CEO

We not only want to meet our social responsibility 
milestones at FC St. Pauli, but we also want promote 
ecological projects - adding graffiti behind the charge 
points allowed us to showcase this more, and bring a 
splash of color to the location . Our dream is that we  
see EVs driving through the neighborhood, all operated 
with green electricity.”

— Ewald Lienen, Technical Director of FC St. Pauli

Visual Solution
A piece of technical hardware such as a charge point, is something 
that at first glance may not attract attention or peak interest.  
The NewMotion charge points placed at St. Pauli football club  
were positioned behind a wall that allowed the location to express its 
creativity and draw attention to the newly implemented infrastructure 
allowing visitors to charge their EVs. Due to the customisation 
offering provided by NewMotion, the charge points were also 
delivered in the official club color red. Drivers with no electric charge 
cards were also able to receive adhoc access by directly calling 
NewMotion, allowing them to easily initiate charge sessions.  
The billing is then settled by app over a telephone account.


